Swimming Robot Tests Theories About Locomotion In Existing And Extinct Animals

An underwater robot is helping scientists understand why four-flippered animals such as penguins, sea turtles and seals use only two of their limbs for propulsion, whereas their long-extinct ancestors seemed to have used all four.

When researchers put a joystick-controlled robot named Madeleine through her paces, they found that her top cruising speed did not increase when she used four flippers instead of two--apparently because the front flippers created turbulence that interfered with the rear flippers' ability to generate forward propulsion. Maintaining the same speed with four flippers also took significantly more energy. But Madeleine was able to make quicker starts and stops with all fours.

Results from experiments such as these aid engineers in designing underwater autonomous vehicles and help scientists understand why certain traits survived over others during the process of evolution.

Scientists who study fossils of four-limbed aquatic dinosaurs, such as plesiosaurs, say the shape and musculature of their appendages suggests they used all of their flippers for locomotion. But over time, the benefits of two-flippered swimming won out. Extrapolating from experiments with Madeleine, scientists hypothesize that plesiosaurs benefited from using all fours to ambush prey.

Madeleine was developed by Vassar College's John Long and his colleagues at Nekton. Vassar College's John Long Madeleine was developed by scientists... > watch video
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**Octopus Uses Two Arms To 'Walk Away' From Trouble** (March 28, 2005) -- A diving trip always reveals amazing underwater creatures, but in 2000, while helping a film crew in the waters off an Indonesian island, a University of California, Berkeley, biologist did a double... [full story]

**Leaping Into The Future: "Frogbot" May Someday Hop A Ride To An Asteroid** (December 1, 2000) -- A small hopping robot with frog-like abilities that moves by a combination of rolls and hops to its desired destination may someday hop a ride to an asteroid and leap its way to other planets in the... [full story]

**Ecotourism: Penguins Can Get Used To People** (July 2, 1999) -- Having houseguests can be a strain but new research shows that penguins can quickly adapt to the stress of ecotourism. Experimental evidence that wild penguins get used to people visiting their... [full story]

**Early Mammals Used Pelvic Bones To Trot, Study Finds** (January 17, 2003) -- Scientists studying the earliest mammals have been stumped for centuries about the function of two pelvic bones found in the fossil record that most mammals don't have today. A study published in... [full story]

**Robots Are Taking An Increasing Number Of Jobs, New UN Report Says** (October 21, 2004) -- The chances of having an obedient robot do unwelcome or dangerous jobs have increased tremendously, with orders for industrial robots rising to a record 18 per cent in the first half of this year, a... [full story]

**Hear Here: University Of Toronto Robot Navigates Using Its Own Voice** (December 10, 2003) -- In the past, museum guides carried a clipboard and waved a flag to help straggling tourists find the group. In the future -- thanks to technology developed at the University of Toronto -- talking... [full story]

**UC Davis Medical Center Tests Robot That Brings Your Doctor To You After Surgery** (August 26, 2004) -- UC Davis Medical Center has begun testing a new, five-and-a-half-foot-tall robot that allows physicians to personally check in and interact with their hospital patients following surgery -- without... [full story]

**Researcher Says Panda Cloning "Worth The Risk"** (July 7, 1999) -- With only about 1,000 pandas left in the world, China is desperately trying to clone the animal and save the endangered species. That's a move similar to what a Texas A&M University researcher has... [full story]

**Robots Improve Movement In Stroke Patients** (November 12, 1999) -- Stroke patients aided by "robot therapists" gain significant improvements in movement, according to a study in the November 10 issue of Neurology, the scientific journal of the American Academy of... [full story]